
About EmtEc ®

Emtec is the right size provider 
of technology-empowered 
business solutions for world-class 
organizations. Our local offices, 
highly-skilled associates, and 
global delivery capabilities ensure 
the accessibility and scale to 
align your technology solutions 
with your business needs. Our 
collective focus is to continue to 
build clients for life: long-term 
enterprise relationships that 
deliver rapid, meaningful, and 
lasting business value.

PAckAgEd APPlicAtion 
SErvicES

Emtec is a leading implementer 
of Packaged Applications. We 
help reduce costs by streamlining 
processes and providing 
application package expertise. 
We partner with our clients to 
provide subject matter expertise 
around the entire lifecycle of 
your application. Our specialty 
practices include, Microsoft, 
Oracle, PeopleSoft, Hyperion and 
SAP.

•	 ERP

•	 CRM

•	 BI

Firm ProFilE

Medica, based in Minnetonka, Minnestota, provides health-

insurance products for the individual, family, group, senior and 

government markets.

cliEnt ovErviEw

A non-profit corporation that also runs a 

health-management company, research 

institute and charitable grant-awarding 

foundation, Medica has earned the highest 

accreditation status (“Excellent”) from the 

National Committee for Quality Assurance for a 

number of its health plans in the Midwest. 

With more than 1,380 employees and $4 billion 

in revenue, its broadest, regional network 

covers an estimated 27,000 health-care 

providers at more than 4,000 offices, clinics 

and hospitals. Its national network includes 

660,000 providers and 5,100 hospitals. 

thE buSinESS chAllEngE

Medica outsourced its payment processing 

for all associated brokers who connected 

Medicare recipients with supplemental 

insurance. They made the decision to bring 

the process in-house to reap significant 

cost savings. Additionally, given ongoing 

mandates from the Health Insurance Portability 

and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and other 

regulations, Medica concluded that internal 

oversight of the Medicare patient data would 

lead to better risk-management practices.

This amounted to no small undertaking. It 

affected more than 4,000 brokers. All of their 

personal information – names, addresses, 

Social Security numbers, etc. – had to make 

the transition. So would their bank routing 

numbers and other data to allow for payments. 

For spending-analysis purposes, Medica also 

wanted to steadily track the commissions and 

earnings of individual brokers. 

Then there was the “need for speed” 

motivation. These thousands of brokers get 

paid twice a month. Cutting checks manually 

simply wouldn’t work. Medica executives made 

the decision that enhanced automation was a 

“must have.”

thE Solution

Emtec managed the vendor-integration project 

for accounts payable (AP) utilizing Microsoft 

Dynamics GP accounting and Dynamics XRM 

platform-development tools.

This was a sub-project of a much larger AP 

vendor integration taking place at the same 

time within Medica, which meant it couldn’t 

always take top priority. The Emtec team 

had to specify, configure and build the new 

integration framework between Medica’s new 

broker system, Actek ACOM3, and Dynamics 

GP. 

Emtec collaborated with Medica’s financial 

department to establish data requirements – 

business rules/audit standards mandated data 

validation early on to assist the implementation 

team. It developed a series of integrations with 

an existing eConnect framework, TIBCO (a 

non-Microsoft platform) to manage all files and 

data flows. 

The solution also had to address issues related 

to the identification numbers of brokers used 

in the existing system. These numbers could 

not remain the same for Dynamics GP. Emtec’s 

input ensured that all new numbers were 100 

percent synchronized with the existing ones.
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“This was a tremendous undertaking and, 

because of Emtec, it couldn’t have gone any 

smoother. Our finance team now has the 

tools they need to process broker payments 

efficiently. Our brokers are happy- getting 

timely commission payments with the ability to 

track their compensation history at any time.  

And we now have better oversight of our data. 

We are very pleased with the results.” said 

Doug Sherlock, Finance Manager, Medica.

tEchnologY

•	 Microsoft	Dynamics	GP	accounting	

•	 Dynamics	XRM	platform	
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This was a tremendous 

undertaking and, 

because of Emtec, it 

couldn’t have gone any 

smoother... we now 

have better oversight of 

our data. We are very 

pleased with the results.

Doug	Sherlock
Finance	Manager,	Medica

cASE StudY
Packaged Application Services

rESultS

The Microsoft platform has proven its flexibility, as the existing eConnect framework segued 

smoothly to TIBCO, using the Dynamics GP integration toolkit out-of-the-box. Business-logic 

verification and payment-tracking reporting are now added to Dynamics GP so financial staff 

can stay on top of broker payments. 

Information and transactions related to the more-than 4,000 brokers are conducted without 

the need for manual data entry, and brokers can now receive emails whenever a commission is 

transmitted to their bank accounts. Payment data is now accessible via each broker’s portal on 

demand. The integration project was successfully completed with a nearly “invisible” transition 

from the perspective of the brokers.

Due to the boost in automation, Medica’s accounts payable group can now process over 1,600 

additional monthly payments in Dynamics GP without additional staff. 

Medica
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